Sustainable Urban Development Conference
organised by BRE Department with
Joint researchers from MIT, USA and Sun Yat-sen University, China

Urban Studies for Sustainable Density:
Planning, Design and GIS

Organised by: Prof. Edwin HW Chan and Lang Wei,
Building and Real Estate Dept, Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Date: 12 June 2015
Time: 9:00 am – 5:00 pm
Venue: ZS701, Sustainability City Lab, Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Guest Speakers:
Prof. Tunney Lee, Former Head of Dept. Urban Studies and Planning, MIT, US;
Prof. Chris Webster, Dean of Faculty of Architecture, Hong Kong University;
Prof. Alex Lui, Council Member, HK PolyU (Former CUHK Professor in Architecture/Planning);
Prof. Wei-jen Wang, Head of Dept. Architecture, Hong Kong University; (to be confirmed)
Prof. Xun Li, Professor, Dept. Urban Planning, Sun Yat-sen University, China;
Prof. Sujata Govada, Professor, School of Architecture, Chinese University of HK;
Prof. Michael Siu, Professor, School of Design, HK PolyU
Prof. Edwin H W Chan, Associate Head, Building and Real Estate Dept., HK PolyU

Topics:
• Urban density atlas
• Community participatory planning
• Community facilities and planning
• Walkability/connectivity in city/architecture
• Private and public shared urban spaces
• Urban neighborhood governance
• Urban design and social innovation (Green Deck case study);

Free attendance.
Please register by e-mail to fanke0103@gmail.com